Lynn Van Oppens: My Educational
journey
Hi everybody! Welcome to my educational journey!
Elementary school and primary school weren’t that special at first. I loved playing games and was a
hard worker. My parents were there all the time to help me study. The second part of primary school
was more difficult. You see, first I was in a primary school especially for girls. But, because of some
problems, I moved next door at another primary school, where sexes where mixed. It changed a lot. I
hated my time in primary school so much that I was really looking forward to my secondary school.
In secondary school, I studied 2 years Latin and the next 2 years science. I really wanted to study
more about the sciences, but because of some totally wasted teachers, I didn’t get the chance. So I
changed school, again. In the other secondary school I studied human sciences, and that were the
most 2 beautiful years of my secondary school carrier.
Leaving secondary school, I didn’t really now what I wanted to do as a job or to study in high school.
So, still in love with science, I decided to do another year filled with maths, physics, chemistry and
biology. It’s kind of a preparing year for university. After that year I began with physics at the
University of Brussels. I still miss that a lot, but after one year, it seemed that it was just too hard for
me. Even with the preparing year, my knowledge wasn’t enough. So I quit university and finally
arrived in high school with my best friend Anke to become a teacher in history and mathematics.
Now, hopefully, I’m graduating this year as a teacher. After this year, I’m going to try physics again,
but not at university.
And after that? Who knows, right?
See you all in a couple of weeks! Greets, Lynn

